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Double D moves Away to Pear creek but something happenes an an Edifing ed-venture begins
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1 - Double D's Diary

Double D moves away from Peach Creek to a place named Pear Creek and Meets a child named
Alexander,a child who is smarter than Double D and lives alone,Andy,a kid that is very outgoing and
likes to hang out with Alexander,Sandy,a girl who is very shy and likes to stay hidden within the
lane,Drew,who is Sandy's only freind and can get very mad at times,Alexa, a girl who is mostly seen
around Ron,Ron,a very weird person who seems to be from the same country as Rolf and has a farm in
his back yard.

Dear Diary,
Today is the day me and my family move away from Peach Creek and to Pear Creek,Eddy is planning a
scam becase I can hear him giving orders to Ed right now, I'm really going to miss
Jonny,Sarah,Kevin,Jimmy,Nazz,Plank,Ed,and Eddy.I hope they all come to say goodbye to me exept
the Kanker sisters I hope they don't come well anyway Goodbye Peach Creek I will Miss you,

Eddward,Double D

-----
Outside of Eddy's House
-----

"Ed!!! put up that sign the right why or i'll pound you to the next dimension"Eddy screamed at Ed

"But Eddy it's on the right way"Ed said

"No it is on upside down Lumpy"Eddy sighed

"Oh I'll fix it"Ed said turning the sign around and ripping it of the poles



"AAAARRRGGHHH"Eddy shouted fixing the sign

"Hello Ed,Eddy how are you today?"Edd asked

"We are fine Double D but i wish you did not have to leave because who will fight of the Bacon Monsters
from the plant Vensuves that come yo eat the Liver's of pepole."Ed said Stupidly

"Hey sockhead we made a going away booth for you and it is free"Eddy said

"Really for me?"Edd asked

"Yeap"Eddy said



2 - Goodbye

"COME ON COME ALL TO THE SAY GOODBYE TO DOUBLE D BOOTH,NO PAY NEEDED"Eddy
shouted

"I'm going to miss you Double D"Jimmy said to Sarah

"Yea,me to"Sarah said

"Rolf wishes not to say goodbye to Sock-On-The-Head Ed boy"Rolf said sadly

"Dude so not cool"Nazz said

"Yea i'm gona miss you Double D"Kevin said

"Plank says he will miss you and so will I"Jonny said

"Goodbye Double D"Ed said



"See ya Double D"Eddy said

"Goodbye everyone I will miss all of you so much"Double D said

"Wait Double D!"Kevin said running to his Garage and running back with 3 bags of Jawbreckers"Here
take these"

"And this"Sarah said giveing Double D a doll

"And this"Jonny said Handing Double D a Plank like piece of wood"It's Plank's Brother named

Bored"

"And this"Jimmy handing Double D a Painting of everybody on Rathinck Avenue

"This Also"Rolf said Giving Double D a Chicken

"And This"Nazz said Giving Double D the Number to Her Karate class



"This also Double D so that you can fly to Vensuves and fight of the Bacon Overlord"Edd said giving
Double D his Spaceship

"And this"Eddy said Giving Double D a Manual that said'Where There Is A Sucker There Is A
Scam'"Scam A Few kids on your street for me okay"

"Well Thank you,All of you"Double D said

"Eddward It's time to Go"Double D's Mom said

"Goodbye all of you"Double D said Picking up all of the items

"Goodbye!!!"All of the Kids said



3 - Mr.Hawkins

Dear Diary,
We are currently going through Peach City and to tell the truth it is almost exactly like the city we built in
the lane except bigger,It is very intriguing at what a city actually looks like
well it’s getting dark and Mother and Father left me a sticky note here in the back of the moving truck. I
find it very interesting that they could get electricity,water,and heat in a moving truck and it has a
window. I wonder why Mother and Father told me to stay in the van I mean we have a trailer for Pete’s
sake,anyway Bored{Planks Brother}and me had a conversation and I am being serious I could hear
him!Well goodnight,
Double D,
Eddward Hawkins



4 - The Call to Peach Creek and Nick

Dear Diary,
We got to Pear Creek and it was a Cul-De-Sac but it wasn’t very different than the one back home. We
moved next to a single kid named Alexander and he was the only one in the house and surprisingly he
also holds the up kept of his house and weirdly he can make a make shaft table,pencil,and paper in
about five minutes in the middle of the Cul-De-Sac. I have a feeling that we will be friends. Goodbye for
now,
Eddward,Double D
___________________________________________________________________
ONE MONTH LATER............

“Hey Double D!”Alex called

“Yes,Alex”Double D answered

“Can you help me and Andy with our new product?”Alex asked

“Sure what is it”Double D asked

“It’s a satellite that when we launch into space we can predict the weather and give everybody the
forecast for the next day.”Andy replied

“Very intriguing,I will help out”Double D replied

Then a shout was heard from the street

“That sounded like my Mom”Double D shouted running to the street to find his father in the middle of
the street sobbing in the middle of the street with Alexa,Ron,Drew,and even Sandy where staring at the
part of the Cul-De-Sac that faces the Main Street.

“What happened?”Double D asked



“They Took your mother to Peach Creek”He said Between sobs

“What?!”Double D shouted. He pulled some thing out of his pocket stuck it into the ground pressed a
button and an antenna shout out of the object and Double D plugged his homemade phone to the
antenna and dialed a very familiar number.
___________________________________________________________________
Peach Creek,Eddy’s House
___________________________________________________________________
“Yea,Eddy’s House here,What,Hey Double........WHAT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”Eddy Hung up the phone and ran out
into the Cul-De-Sac and Yelled,

“HEY EVERYONE WE NEED TO HELP DOUBLE D’S MOM,BECAUSE SHE’S JUST BEEN
KIDNAPPED”Eddy Yelled at everyone in the Cul-De-Sac

“WHAT?!”Nazz Shouted

“NO!”Ed Shouted

“Oh-no”Jimmy said weakly

“What!”Sarah Shouted

“NO!”Jonny shouted

“Swindlers”Rolf Mumbled

“What?”Kevin Said in Disbelief

“Yea And There headed towards here”Eddy Shouted

“Everybody find Weapons and I’ll Drive you to Peach City”Someone Said

“Hey Bro”Eddy said



“Nick”Everybody Said

“MOVE..We don’t have much time”Nick said and Everybody ran to there houses to get supplies.
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